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1. Introduction

In many countries the 1980s brought radieal changes to the

banking industry in two ways that affected working conditions:

(1) the development of computer and communication technology,

and (2) deregulation. Whereas the first of these can be

described as a rapid but fairly continuous process, the setond

was more in the nature of a single episode. In a sense it can

be seen as a huge field experiment, in which the basic rules

of the game were suddenly switched from one system to another.

Speaking in metaphors we could say that the invisible hand,

introduced into economic theory in 1776 by Adam Smith in the

Wealth of Nations, had long been pinioned but was suddenly

released. This in turn put considerable pressure on bank

managers to adapt to the new conditions. Extending the

metaphor we could then say that the visible hand, Alfred D.

Chandler's term for management (Chandler, 1977), has been

shaken by the invisible hand.

However, it cannot be claimed that the invisible hand has

immediately led the Swedish finantial market towards a new

market equilibrium. Instead the market found itself in a very

delicate situation, which meant that in the early 1990s many

banks found themselves in great difficulties and the whole

system was close to collapse. This in turn has led some

Observers to ask how such a thing could happen. Several

explanations have also been provided. One refers to

developments on the property market, to the speculative turn

which this market took, and to the sudden dramatic decline in

inflation (cf. e.g. Hjalmarsson, 1993). A setond invokes the

bad timing of the deregulation in relation to the Swedish tax
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reform. A third, often voiced in the media, places the whole

responsibility on the banks' top managers. But, although it

would have seemed fairly natural, few have adopted an

organizational approach to analysing the Swedish banking

crisis. Such a route Will therefore be taken in the present

paper. In order to set the scene the following section  Will

briefly describe the regulatory system and the changes which

have been made to it. Then, following a summary of the

structure of the industry, explanations of the crisis Will be

sought in data on the overall employment structure of the

industry and the formal organisation of the main actors. This

evidente Will then be used as a basis for some general

conclusions.

2. Restrictions on the Invisible Hand

2.1. Legislation

The development of the Swedish banking industry has been

governed by legislation which has varied in character over

time. Swedish banking legislation, like that of other

countries, such as the United States (cf. Sinkey, 1986, p.

I43), has thus exhibited patterns of "regulation cyclesl'. This

in turn can be seen as a good illustration of the point made

in Cyert & March (1963), that organisations operate according

to the principles of a fire brigade. Throughout the banking

system can be said to have experienced

and exits out of the industry.

The first banking law appeared in

regulated entries into

1824, and regulated the

foundation of joint stock banks with unlimited 1iability.i

1 This paragraph is based on Bergström, Engwall & Wallerstedt (1994, pp. 34-
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After legislation regarding the foundation of joint stock bank

companies (1848) and branch banks (1851), opportunities were

created in 1863 by the Bank Reform Att of 1863 for a free

market for capita1 within the banking system; by 1869 there

were 38 banks in Sweden, and the number continued to rise

successively under this liberal system to 83 in 1909. However,

in 1911 a stricter banking law was introduced, aimed at

promoting the toncentration  of the banking industry. As a

result the number of commercial banks in Sweden declined quite

dramatically: by the end of the 1910s the number was down to

43 and by the end of the 1920s to 30, respectively. As a

result new legislation was introduced in 1919, now with a view

to impeding the toncentration  of the Swedish banking industry.

However, the world economic crisis of 1929-32, which had its

most dramatic effects in Sweden as a result the crash of the

Kreuger empire, led to legislation in the early 1930s imposing

new restrictions on the banks. This legislation has by and

large governed the Swedish banking market ever sinte. Later

changes included a new banking law in 1987, which was less

specific on the rights of delegation within the banks. As

regards entry into the industry, the main change involved

permission for foreign banks to open subsidiaries in Sweden

(1985), and later for them to open branthes (1990).

2.2. Regulation

In addition to the legislation described above, the Swedish

banks have also been governed by a number of other measures

36). For further discussions  of the development of Swedish banking
legislation, see Fritz (1988), Larsson (1989) and Sandberg (1978).



restritting their operations: liquidity quotas, interest

controls, credit limits and currency controls. All this meant

that many strategic  decisions  were not taken by the banks

themselves, but by the Ministry  of Finante or the Central

Bank. The leaders of the Central Bank in particular  seem to

have imposed a stritt regime on the banks' top managers, quite

often treating them like a group of pupils up before the

headmaster (cf. Jonung, 1993).

In the late 1970s and during the 1980s the international

wave of deregulation, which emanated largely from the United

States (cf. e.g. Carlson, 1990), also reached Sweden. Measures

affecting banking activities included the removal of interest

controls on deposits in 1978, of liquidity quotas in 1983, of

interest controls on loans and limits on SEK lending in 1985,

and of currency controls in 1989 (Lybeck, 1992, p. 191).

This gradual process does not seem to have been

polititally controversial to any noticeable extent. There were

some critical tomments from the Federation of Labour (Hadenius

& Söderhjelm, 1994, p. 32), but the overall impression is that

these deregulation measures, introduced by a Social Democratic

government, were generally accepted as unavoidable.

Of the deregulation measures those introduced in the mid-

1980s were probably the most important. The removal of limits

on lending was particularly significant.  As a result the

volume of lending grew rapidly in the late 1980s from 80 per

cent of GNP in 1985 to 140 per cent in 1990 (Bankstödsnämden,

1994, p. 4) .2 To a not negligible extent this expansion took

2Measured at fixed 1980 prices, the lending increased from about SEK 250
billion in 1985 to almost 450 billion in 1990 (Boksjö, Ingelsson &
Jakobsson, 1993, p. 3).



place outside the banks, by way of loans from other credit

institutions. However, on average the credit volume of the

Swedish banks in the period 1985-89 grew by about 17 per cent

annually (Pettersson, 1993, p. 199).

2.3. Supervision

Until 1907 the operations of the Swedish banks were supervised

by the Ministry of Finante through the agency of a special

office. Following a parliamentary intiative in 1905, the tasks

of this office were taken over by a new independent body, the

Royal Bank Inspection Board (Kungl. Bankinspektionen).3 This

board operated in more or less the same way until 1991, when

it was merged with the corresponding bodies supervising

insurance companies (Försäkringsinspektionen).

Needless to say the power of the bank inspectors  seems to

have been related to the intentions of the current

legislation. In restrictive times their authority appears to

have been stronger than during periods of more liberal

legislation, and vice versa. However, under all circumstances

the Board has been in a difficult position. In relatively

problem-free periods the Board has been criticised for

intervening too much, but when the problems pile up it has

been accused of not doing enough.4

3For a description of the creation of the Bank Inspection Board, see the
foreword by Ernst Söderlund in Benckert (1911). In its main text this book
reports on the experiencee of this Board's during the first years in
operation.

4For historital  evidente  of this last, see Benckert (1911, pp. 133-140 in
the 1993 edition). For more recent  examples, eee Hadenius & Söderhjelm
(1994, pp. 147-164).
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During the 1980s the Bank Inspection Board was first

headed by a Director General, a lawyer who had been in office

sinte 1971. He had been quite active in his role as bank

supervisor, and had several times questioned moves made by the

banks. In mid-1986, when the deregulation process was in full

swing, he retired and was succeeded by another lawyer. The new

DG, a highly trusted civil servant with three earlier

appointments  as Director General, did not however have any

previous banking  experience -- a fatt which led some bankers

too feel that the government did not take the problems of the

banking industry seriously. His tenure, which lasted until

1990, was dominated by a focus on ethical issues such as tax

evasion and insider trading, and fees for banking services.

This orientation did not find favour with his successor, who

tame from a post as Deputy Director of the Swedish Central

Bank. Rather, in March 1990 he talled attention to the risks

involved in the failure of a bank or a finante Company. Eight

months later his fears were confirmed as a large finante

Company trashed. This was only the

crisis in Sweden.5 However, before

should first take a closer look at

actors.

3. The Visible Hands

beginning of the finantial

turning to this subjett, we

the industry and its

In 1990 the banking structure resulting from the framework

described above included eleven commercial banks, which could

be divided in principle into four groups (see e.g. Pettersson,

5For a review of the work of the Bank Inspection Board in the period 1984-
90, see Hadenius & Söderhjelm (1994, pp. 147-164).
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1993, p. 199): three large nationally operating banks (SE-

Banken, Svenska Handelsbanken and PK-Banken), two medium-sized

banks (Gotabanken and Nordbanken), four provincial banks

(Skånska

Enskilda

Bank).

The

Banken, Skaraborgsbanken, Wermlandsbanken and Östgöta

Bank) and two small l'nichel' banks (Bohusbanken and JP

largest in the first group was the Wallenberg bank SE-

banken (SEB), created by a merger in 1972 between Stockholms

Enskilda Bank (founded in 1856) and Skandinaviska Banken

(founded in 1864). It has long-standing relations to the major

Swedish corporations.6

Setond to SEB in size, but for many years more profitable

than its larger competitor, was Svenska Handelsbanken (SHB).

This bank was founded in 1871 by some directors leaving

Stockholms Enskilda Bank. Like SEB it has gradually extended

its presence throughout the country during the present century

by acquiring lotal banks (see Hildebrand, 1971). The latest

acquisition, in 1991, was one of the few then remaining

regional banks, Skånska banken. SHB also maintains close

relations with a number of large Swedish industrial companies.

The third of the banks operating nationally was PK-banken

(PKB), created in 1949 after a parliamentary decision aimed at

providing a state-owned alternative to the private banks. In

1972 this bank also tame to include the banking  operations of

the Swedish Post Office, thus generating the name PK-banken

6On the historital development of Stockholms enskilda bank, see Gasslander
(1956 and 1959), Lindgren (1987) and Olsson (1986). On Svenska
Handelsbanken, see Hildebrand (1971), and on Skandinaviska Banken Söderlund
(1964 and 1978). Summaries of the development of the banking system are
provided by Nygren (1985) and Thunholm (1989) among others.
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(i.e. Post and Credit Bank). In 1990 this bank expanded

further by acquiring one of the medium-sized banks,

Nordbanken, which was itself the result of a merger in 1986

between two regional banks (Sundsvallsbanken and

Upplandsbanken). The new bank even took over the name of the

bank it had acquired.

The other medium-sized bank, Götabanken, also eventually

became part of a bigger actor, the Gota Group, after merging

with two regional banks, Wermlandsbanken and Skaraborgsbanken,

in 1990. This deal was part of a project for creating a

Vtstrong finantial organization suited to meeting changes that

have occurred and continue to occur on the finantial markets"

(Annual Report of Skaraborgsbanken 1989, p. 4, my

translation). In addition to these three banks, the group

included a finante Company and a stockbroker.

As a result of the Gota deal and the above-mentioned SHB

acquisition of Skånska banken, only one of the regional banks,

Östgöta Enskilda Bank, still exists as such in 1994.

Similarly, the two small "nichet@ banks were acquired in the

early 1990s.

In addition to the Swedish commercial banks mentioned

above, a dozen foreign banks established subsidiaries in the

country in 1986 as the barriers to entry were lifted. In the

late 1980s five of these withdrew and one other entered the

Swedish market, thus leaving eight foreign banks in 1990.

Their significance in the Swedish banking market has so far

been limited. At the end of 1987 they accounted for only 3 per

cent of the total assets in the industry (Johnsen, 1990, p.



Another feature of the Swedish banking system is the large

number of savings banks (116 in 1987; Thunholm, 1989, p. los),

and rural credit associations (388 in 1987; Thunholm, 1989, p.

121). Originally lotally established, they have undergone a

merger process similar to that of the commercial banks, albeit

later. For the savings banks this culminated in the merger of

eleven of the largest savings banks to create Sparbanken

Sverige (Savings Bank Sweden) in 1992.8 A similar restructuring

also occurred  among the rural credit associations, which were

merged into Sveriges Föreningsbank in 1991. A year later this

bank changed from cooperative ownership to become a joint

stock company.g

4. Shaking Hands

For a long time Swedish banks had had very limited credit

losses, and had even been accused of too great an aversion to

risk. However, an increase in the losses from SEK 21 million

in 1974 to SEK 1.6 billion in 1984 (Veckans affärer, 17

October 1985) silenced that criticism. It has now also become

apparent that the losses of the 1980s were not the end of

their troubles. In 1992 all Swedish banks showed deficits,

7As is shown in Johnsen  (1990), the foreign banks experienced considerable
difficulties in entering  the Swedish market, just as Swedish banks met with
problems abroad (Marguardt, 1994).

'Quite a few small lotal banks resisted the accusation of being too
conservative  and decided to stay outside. During the crisis they also
happened to show low credit losses. For an analysis of the merger process,
see Bjerke Jaccard (1992).

9Cf. Inbjudan till teckning av aktier i Föreningsbanken AB (1993, pp. 44-
45).



while their joint reserves against credit losses had grown

from SEK 12 billion in 1990 and SEK 36 billion in 1991 to SEK

74 billion in 1992 (Dahlheim, Lind & Nedersjö, 1993, pp. 25-

26). A similar pattern was exhibited by unsettled credits,

which almost doubled during 1992 from SEK 100 billion to SEK

197 billion (ibid., p. 29).

The foundations of these credit losses seem to have been

laid in the later 198Os, when the above-mentioned credit

expansion occurred. It can also be noted that some of the

banks were more expansive than others; the most expansive

increased its the credit volume by 38 per cent per year. As

can be seen from Figure 1, this credit growth left most of the

expanding banks with customers who turned out to be the cause

of losses.1°

The patterns obtaining in the late 1980s persisted in the

early 1990s. If losses are related to total loans, we find in

principle three groups: Svenska Handelsbanken and SE-Banken in

a lower group, Föreningsbanken och Sparbanken Sverige in a

medium group, and Nordbanken and Gota Bank in a high-loss

group (Table 1).

"The rank correlation  between the two variables is 0.40. It may of course
seem questionable that data from the same period have been used for the two
variables. However, using data for the four largest commercial banks and
relating the credit expansion in 1985-89 to credit losses in 1992 provides
a similar picture.
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Figure 1. Credit Losses as a Function of Credit Expansion in

Swedish Banks 1985-89.

l

l l
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Source: Data from Pettersson (1993, p. 199).

Table 1. Credit Losses in the Largest Swedish Banks 1991 and
1992

___-____-_________---~~~~_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~--__~~~~-~-~--
Credit Losses Loans Losses in Per
(SEK billion) (SEK billion) Cent of Loans

____--___--_________~~~~~____~~~--~~~____~~~--~~--______~~~~~~
Year 1991 1992 1991 1992 1991 1992
____-____-__________~~~~~____~~~~~~~~_____~~~~~~-~______~~~~~~
SHB 3.2 8.0 264.0 266.2 1 . 2 3 . 0
SEB 4.8 11.2 314.7 328.7 1.5 3.4
FB 2.8 3.5 97.3 85.1 2.9 4.1
SB 10.2 18.5 417.4 410.0 2.4 4.5
NB 10.5 19.3 246.0 249.0 4.3 7.8
GB 3.7 12.5 74.0 78.1 5.0 16.0

Summa 3 5 . 2 7 3 . 0 1 4 1 3 . 4 1 4 1 7 . 1 2 . 5 5 . 2
___-____-___________~-~~~~~----~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~-~--~-~-~--

Source: Data from Finansinspektionen reported in Larsson (1993).
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As a result of the credit losses all the big banks except

one (SHB) started  negotiations with the Ministry of Finante in

order to secure their long-term survival. A special government

body (Bankstödsnämnden) was created to provide state support

for the troubled banks, and thus to guarantee the Swedish

banking system. Several of the banks were by then under new

managements, which were working on programmes of

restructuring; among other things these included the creation

of "bad banks" . These measures, in combination with a dramatic

decline in interest rates during 1993, eventually improved the

situation of the banks,

the long-term financing

5. The Structure of the Visible Hands

and market solutions were found for

of the troubled banks.

5.1. The Overall Employment Structure

A first natural step in analysing the development of the banks

is to look at the employment structure of the industry as a

whole. l1 In the case of the Swedish banks this is quite

possible, sinte salary statistics  include information about

type of job, job requirements, education, etc. Sinte the

principles for these statistics were changed in 1983, the

analysis has been limited to the period 1983-1990.

From this material we can see that the total number of

bank employees increased by 29 per cent in the relevant

period, from 40,685 to 52,621. A particularly  marked increase

by more than 7 per cent occurred after the deregulation, i.e.

between 1986 and 1987 (Figure 2).

11For a more elaborate discussion,  888 Engwall (1994).
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Figure 2. Total Number of Bank Employees 1983-1990
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Source: Löner för banktjänstemän. Gemensam lönestatistik, 1983-1990.

An examination of the four main groups of Swedish bank

employees -- Commercial, Administrative, Accounting and

Miscellaneous -- shows that these account for 75 per cent, 10

per cent, 10 per cent and 5 per

of the four grows , Commercial,

rate as the total population of

However, in connection with the

particular should be mentioned.

cent respectively. The largest

has grown at about the same

bank employees (29 per cent).

banking crisis one feature in

Two subgroups, marketing and

advertising, increased at a much faster rate, i.e. 65 and 118

per cent respectively. Although the number employed in these

two categories is relatively small, the growth in their

numbers is nevertheless interesting, sinte through their

positions at head office they may have had considerable

influence on the thinking in the banks. While noting this, it

should also be

efforts took a

pointed out that during the 1980s marketing

new turn. Although marketing was not new to the
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banks (cf. Persson, 1994), earlier efforts had been directed

mainly at depositors. During the 198Os, on the other hand,

banks were eager to attract borrowers.

Even in the setond group, Administration, an increase in

one particular group, Computer-Related Activities, can be

noted. This is of course a natural result of the development

of modern computer and communication technology, and of the

banks' efforts to exploit these tools.

In the third group, Accounting, a decrease in one subgroup

is worth noting, namely a drop of 12 per cent in the number of

people working in auditing  and reviews. This is particularly

interesting in relation to the above-mentioned increase in

marketing activities, and it nicely illustrates the change in

mood in the Swedish banking industry. As shown in Figure 3,

the gap between the groups increased considerably in the late

1980s. In 1983 the number of people involved in marketing was

30 per cent higher than the number in auditing. In 1990 the

corresponding figure was 150 per cent.

Of course it can be argued that banks tended to use

outsiders and computer systems to an increasing extent to

handle auditing. However, it should also be remembered that

the volumes requiring audit increased dramatically in the late

198Os, something which should have talled for more people in

auditing. Support for such a view is also provided by a report

from the Finantial  Inspection  Board in February 1994, which

points at "serious  breaches of the authority granted by

authorities in credit instructions  and deficiencies in the

internal control regarding decision  procedures, risk handling

and follow-up"  (Finansinspektionen, 1994-02-15).

14



Fiqure 3. Number of Bank Employees Involved in Marketing and

Auditinq 1983-1990.

1800~
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Source: Löner för banktjänstemän. Gemensam lönestatistik, 1983-1990.

Finally, in the fourth relatively limited group,

Miscellaneous, the increase in the number of employees

involved in educational activities in connection with the

deregulation is specially interesting. This group increased by

38 per cent, again particularly between 1986 and 1987 when

there was a 10.2 per cent rise, compared to the average of 3.8

per cent.

These changes in employment structure were associated with

an increase in work requirements. The average qualification

level, which is inversely related to work requirements, thus

declined, from 6.0 in 1983 to 5.7 in 1990.12 Behind this change

we may note a growing share of employees working with more

general handling rules (leve1 5 and 6) instead of standardised

12A low value implies a high qualification leve1 and vice versa.
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rules (leve1 7). This in turn can be seen as a result of the

banks'ambition  to entrust routine transactions to customers,

and to let employees do more work on the consultation side.

The above-mentioned changes in employee structure and in

qualification requirements are of course closely related to

the banks' recruitment policies. And, in this connection, it

may be noted that banks have traditionally tended to recruit

their employees young, and then to increase their competence

successively by on-the-job training and internal education

(see e.g. Hildebrandt, 1993; McMurry, 1958 and Remitz, 1960).

In the new climate the banks may well have asked

themselves whether this would still be an appropriate strategy

in the future. One reaction has been to increase internal

education, something to which the increasing number of

employees involved in such activities already bears witness

(cf. above).i*  However, they may also have asked themselves

whether this was enough. For it can be argued (1) that

education takes time, particularly when long-time employees

are expected to learn new behaviour, and (2) that it

interferes with day-to-day business operations. An alternative

reaction then is to recruit better educated people. This

creates another problem, however, that such recruits are not

sufficiently familiar with banking.

13Further evidente  of this is provided by the results reported  in Eriksson
& Marguardt (1989) regarding the utilization of office space in a selection
of Swedish banks. The authors show that between 1974 and 1985 the share of
space employed for tustomer contacts and consultation increased by 50 %,
while the space for cashiers' desks decreased by a third.

14Further evidente  can be provided by data from Götabanken, for instance,
where the number of days spent on education in the bank increased from
6,500 in 1982 to 10,300 in 1988 (Annual Reports, Götabanken, 1982-1988).
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A study of the educational background  of Swedish bank

employees als0 supports the supposition that more employees

with a longer education behind them were actually taken on.

Between 1983 and 1990 the share of employees with academic

degrees thus increased from 10 to 15 per cent, and the share

who had spent three years at grammar school rose from 31 to 36

per cent. This in turn implied that the average educational

leve1 had gone up, particularly during the period of

deregulation, from 2.34 in 1983 to 2.50 in 1990.15 It has also

resulted in a rise in the median age from 38 to 40 years in

the period studied.

All in all we have thus observed a number of features

which may be interpreted as responses to the changing working

conditions in the banks, and which may be connected with the

banking crisis. We have noted a greater number of employees

involved in marketing activities and computer support, while

the number involved in internal auditing has declined. We have

also seen a rise in educational activities and a tendency to

recruit employees with a higher leve1 of education than

before.

5.2. Formal Organization

A setond step in our analysis is to look at the formal

organizational design of the major actors. Here we find that a

dominant organizational principle has been that of

geographical differentiation. This has been most consistently

15The average figures are based on a calculation  using the following scale:
pre-grammar school = 1, two years of grammar school = 2, three years of
grammar school = 3, and post grammar school = 4.
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developed in SHB, which sinte the early 1970s has been

operating through eight regional banks within a decentralized

structure. Its main competitor, SEB, has traditionally worked

with three different head offices in the three largest Swedish

cities -- Stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmö -- each one with its

own president. During the 1980s these were augmented by

certain other functions. After the crisis of the early 1990s

the number of presidents was reduced to one.

The third of the large banks (PKB/NB) also entered the

1980s with an organization based on regions. However, in 1986,

in the wake of the various deregulations, the bank chose a

product-based divisionalization instead. There was one

division for private customers and another for corporate

customers, each with its own president. However, this type of

organization, which had been used earlier by Citicorp in the

United States and had probably been introduced into Sweden by

tonsultants, turned out to have general drawbacks. A study of

PKB/NB thus found that this type of organization led to a lack

of community between the divisions, which was bad for the bank

as a whole. It is pointed out in particular that the selling

culture which dominated the Private Division was transferred

to the Corporate Division, "where the incorrect 'salel of a

credit may cause a loss of several million" (Rydbeck, 1993,

PP- 113-114, my translation).

Tendencies similar to those observed in PKB/NB seem to

have appeared in GB,the fourth of the Swedish commercial

banking groups, as well. In this case, too, the aggressive

marketing seems to have been a significant factor behind the

bank's problems. For instance, in 1988 one of the banks in the

18



merger, Götabanken, launched a campaign talled "The Big Lift",

with a view to attracting medium-sized firms as customers.

However, the bank's subsequent credit losses seem to suggest

that these new customers should rather have been labelled "The

Big Load": in the 1990s over 90 per cent of the large credit

losses (cf. Table 1) tame from the business segment of the

bank's operations (Annual Reports of Götabanken, Gotabanken

and Gota Bank).

Turning to the savings banks, we find that a number of the

bad loans had been given by the individual banks before the

creation of Sparbanken Sverige. However, it seems that many of

these were the result of trying to expand outside the

traditional tustomer groups. This applied particularly to

Första Sparbanken, which had been created by a merger between

two savings banks in Stockholm and one in Gothenburg.

Interestingly enough this bank, in addition to having one

president in Stockholm and another in Gothenburg, also

happened to choose the product-based divisionalized structure

like the one adopted by PKB/NB. This also seems to have had

the same negative effect in Första Sparbanken as in PKB/NB.16

As far as Föreningsbanken is concerned, the merger of the

331 lotal rural credit associations in 1991 involved heavy

centralisation, which meant that the bank' tame to resemble the

commercial banks more closely, with among other things a joint

balante sheet. Like the savings banks it also suffered from

growing credit losses as a result of expanding into new

tustomer  segments. Thus the traditional customers of the bank,

16For an analysis of the organization structure in Första Sparbanken, see
Eriksson (1994).
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i.e. farmers, did not account for any great part of the credit

losses. Instead a considerable share of the losses tame from

loans granted to companies in the construction and real estate

industries.17

Thus an examination of the formal organisation of the

banks reveals evidente that their activities were governed by

marketing efforts and tompetition between different units.

They all seem to have had decentralised structures,developed

to a greater or lesser extent. One of the maxims in Peters 6r

Waterman (1982) -- about getting close to the tustomer -- thus

seems to have been taken to heart by the main actors. They

even appear to have mimicked each other to no small extent.

However, if they all had decentralised structures, it

seems appropriate to ask why some of them performed better

than others. Looking at the two extreme cases in Table 1

above, PKB/NB and GB, we note first of all that these two

banks were the result of mergers of considerable magnitude.

Needless to say such a background is likely to have created

special difficulties when it tame to controlling operations.l*

Setondly, both were very aggressive in their marketing, eager

to become major players on a par with SEB and SHB. This in

turn seems to have contributed to certain deficiencies in the

internal control procedures. Studies of the two banks made by

a lawyer (Rydbeck, 1993 and 1994) suggest that these

procedures left much to be desired. In the case of PKB/NB

17Cf. Inbjudan till teckning av aktier i Föreningsbanken AB (1993, pp. 32-
33 and 44-45).

18For a discussion of problems in connection to bank mergers, see
Jungerhem, 1992.
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Rydbeck notes that the members of the credit committee and the

board had very limited material on which to base their

decisions. The credits which were later the cause of great

problems to the banks, had often not been discussed at board

meetings until the problems had become obvious (Rydbeck, 1993,

pp. 39-40). It is also evident that the decentralisation of

decision-making was going too far, giving too much power to

the heads of the regional banks. Further, there was heavy

emphasis on selling with the use of Vevenue-cost ratios".  The

intention was to keep these ratios as high as possible, i.e.

to achieve high revenues at low cost. However, it turned out

that the numerator and denominator were both far from certain.

The revenues from many deals shrank as interests remained

unpaid, while the costs grew as credit losses loomed.

In GB the problems seem to have been even worse, due to

the custom of providing notification to customers in advance,

based on a joint decision of the Chairman of the Board, the

President and the heads of the regions. In 1990 as much of

two-thirds of the limit increases of a total of SEK 33 billion

were of this kind (Rydbeck, 1994, p. 22). This type of

behaviour was part of a general corporate culture, which

according to the American consultancy firm Arthur Andersen

(1992, p. 7) contained  the following themes:

* focus on growth, profitability and cost reduction

* inappropriate and inadeguate consideration  of risk

* motivation through sales promotions and personnel

incentives
* decentralisation and regional autonomy
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* deemphasis of documentation and control

* belief in continued property  value increases

The same source particularly emphasises the weaknesses of the

internal control system, which in turn was reinforced, among

other things, by a "lack of adequately skilled and trained

personnel" and the fatt that "internal audit were not allowed

access to the overall group, nor did internal audit feel that

appropriate action was taken to correct the problems noted"

(ibid., p. 8).

We can thus conclude that in terms of formal structure,

too, there were signs similar to those observed in connection

with the employment structure, namely a shift from control to

marketing and selling. The idea of the ancient banking

institutions becoming modern and resembling industrial

torporations more closely seems to have made a deep impact.

How this tame about Will be the subjett of the following

section.

6. The Socially Constructed Invisible Hand

A basic idea behind the deregulation of the Swedish banking

industry was that tompetition would increase efficiency in the

system. Lending rates would come down and projects which had

previously been refused financing would be given a chance to

get off the ground. The Visible Hand of the regulators would

be replaced by the Invisible Hand of the market. However, this

whole idea was based on a few assumptions which turned out not

to have been appropriate.

First of all, even after deregulation the Swedish banking
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industry was a far from perfect  market. As we have seen, it

consisted of a small number of identifiable units, whose

managements were able to watch each other's behaviour. And, in

an uncertain situation such as a period of deregulation when

it is particularly  difficult to grasp cause-and-effect

relationships, it is very natural to do what your competitors

do. Thus, following Berger 61 Luckmann (1966), we can say that

the invisible hand was socially constructed by interactions

between the main actors. We could even argue that the

organizational field of Swedish banking was governed by

something that could mention as organizational stress, i.e.

the managements of the different organisations were unable to

maintain a cool attitude to events, but were drawn into a

speculative  mode by watching their competitors. This seems to

have been the case, to a greater or lesser extent, at all

levels in the banks, i.e. at the lotal, the regional and the

national level. Bank managers saw their colleagues chasing

customers  and felt forced to do likewise. And, any sceptics,

on the boards for instance, had difficulty in getting support

(see e.g. Rydbeck, 1993, p. 112).

This copy-cat behaviour also appears to have been

reinforced by the very people who were supposed to provide a

critical scrutiny, namely the journalists. Thus Hadenius 61

Söderhjelm (1994) analysed the coverage of the banking

industry in the Stockholm dailies and three business

newspapers between 1984 and 1990, and provided evidente  that

similar mimetic behaviour does occur in the media. To a

considerable extent journalists have followed one another,

uncritically permitting the actors in the finantial service
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industry to tel1 their own story. This coverage was then read

by bank managers and bank employees, who found in it

confirmation of their socially constructed view of the

invisible hand.

And the source of this copy-cat behaviour was the same in

the media as in the banking system: in concentrated markets

actors feel compelled to watch each other and to match each

other's actions. This conclusion is consistent with the

findings of other studies of newspaper markets (cf. Engwall,

1981 and 1986), which point to the fatt that even as regards

the choice of news to be covered, newspapers tend to follow

one another. In the banking crisis this was especially

noticeable in connection with the top managers of the banks,

particularly the two expansive banks PKB/NB and GB, which were

presented in a heroic light. Comprehensive critical analysis

was rare.lg

Setondly, the deregulation seems to have overlooked one

special feature of banking, namely its technology and in

particular the liquid character of its product. The assumption

seems rather to have been that the selling of a loan has the

same characteristics as the selling of a tonsumer good such as

a vacuum cleaner. However, there is one important differente

between the two activities. While the vendor of a vacuum

cleaner does not usely see the product again after the sale,

the banker is supposed to get his product back again after an

agreed time. This talls for quite a different approach to the

19An exception was the Finantial  Times, which was probably able to maintain
a more balanced view, sinte its coverage of the Swedish finantial  market
was not subjett to any corresponding competitive pressure from other
newsrooms.
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screening of customers, in order to find out whether this Will

in fatt happen. And here the banker faces what economists

usually refer to as asymmetric information (see e.g. Akerlof,

1970), i.e. that the borrower knows more about his own

situation than the lender does. Needless to say this is also

one explanation of the tradition of long-term relationships in

banking (Engwall & Johanson, 1990), sinte such relations tend

to create trust and to reduce considerably the asymmetry of

information.20

Thirdly, the deregulators seem to have overlooked research

findings from the time of March & Simon (1958),  Cyert & March

(1963), March & Olsen (1976) onwards, which have highlighted

the importante of bounded rationality in decision-making. This

is a valid point in the case of individuals in relatively

stable situations, and it becomes even more potent when groups

of actors have to interact and the tontext for their

interaction is undergoing radieal change. This was the

situation during the period of deregulation, and weaknesses on

two fronts appeared: the learning of new behaviour was too

hasty, and employees with too little experience of banking

were being taken on. In other words older employees had to

unlearn control and adopt a focus on marketing, while new

recruits were trained in marketing but knew little about

control.

Our limited human ability to handle information adequately

is well illustrated by Swedish banking history, in that this

latest crisis was not the first one. A lot of earlier evidente

20That this is not only true for finantial input but also for other types
of input as well is shown in research in the area of industrial marketing
and purchasing (see e.g. Hakansson, 1982 & 1989 and Ford, 1990).
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was available. In Sweden there had been similar crises at the

beginning of the century  and again in the 1930s (cf. Benckert,

1911 and Thunholm, 1991), while there had been bank trashes in

the United States as recently as the 1970s (Franklin National

Bank) and the 1980s (Penn Square Bank). There had also been

problems in a number of other big banks in the United States,

such as the Bank of America, Bankers Trust, Citicorp and Chase

Manhattan. And there was other even more recent evidente

closer to home, Norway. The crisis started there as late as in

1987, but few foresaw anything similar happening in Sweden.

However, with hindsight we can see a number of lessons that

could have been learnt from our neighbour (cf. e.g. Reve, 1990

and Johnsen et al., 1992).

7. Implications

The events of the Swedish banking crisis have a number of

implication  for oryanization theory, for policy-makers and for

managers. In terms of organization theory they have underlined

the importante of focusing on fields of organizations, and

especially on their mimetic behaviour. A particularly

interesting feature in this tontext is that organizational

stress tends to be an important factor in the hampering of

organizational rationality. Further research into this type of

stress therefore seems highly desirable.

For policy-makers the banking crisis has shown that it may

be unwise to apply standard solutions to all industries;

moreover it is important to consider the specific  conditions

of individual industries, when the rules of their game are

changing. The banking crisis has also provided clear evidente
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that organizational learning and unlearning are rather

difficult and time-consuming processes. This could mean in

turn that incremental changes are to be preferred to giant

leaps. The crisis can thus be said to have provided further

support for the position adopted by Charles Lindblom in his

classic article "The Science of Muddling Through" (Lindblom,

1959), where he advocates making decisions  and taking action

in small steps.

In the same vein the crisis has demonstrated to managers

that strategic  moves into new markets are likely to be

dangerous. Solid knowledge of markets and customers appears to

be a basic prerequisite for successful operations. Long-term

tustomer  relationships have their advantages in the same way

as relative stability in management and organizational

structures. And stable relations with customers are probably

particularly important when, as was the case in the banking

industry, working conditions are undergoing radieal change and

the main product has a highly liquid character.
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